
Chapter 18 – Financial Markets

 In reality, firms get finance from issuing shares, borrowing, reinvesting profits

 Shares are trades in stock markets prices reflect expectations about future profits

stock market is important indicator of future economic developments

 Also, there are usually financial intermediaries which transfer credit from households to

firms (i.e. banks); can be a source for instability

 We now examine financial markets:

 Difference between debt and equity; stock market as predictor for economy

 Role of financial intermediaries, bank runs, bank regulation

 Recent financial crisis and subsequent recession

18.1 Debt and Equity

 Firms finance operations through debt and equity (assets – liabilities)

 Equity makes sure the assets = liabilities; if assets ≥ liabilities, the firm is solvent

 Composition of debt and equity is called capital structure

 Equity is composed of money originally invested in bank + retained profits

 Earnings are a flow, while the balance sheet reports stocks at the end of the year

 If earnings are paid out as dividends, balance sheet does not change; otherwise it does

 Shareholders have the right to receive future dividends value of firm in stock market

depends on expected future profits

 Any retained earnings that are reinvested normally increase value of company

 Profits generate return to shareholders in 2 ways: dividends; higher firm value

 Profits and losses lead to changes in the level of equity, while claims of debt holders are

unchanged!

 When a firm finds itself with negative equity it is insolvent stops operating

 Firm can get more money by issuing new shares and paying off debts

 Or, it goes bankrupt lenders to the firm have the right to any proceeds that can be

obtained by selling off the assets

 Shareholders lose all investments, but because of limited liability, they are not

responsible for paying back loans taken by the firm

 If the firm has a viable business, it could be sold off to another company

 In practice there are substantial real costs to bankruptcy lawyers, assets sold at big

discounts, owners have to be replaced, key personnel leaves, etc

 How much debt holders lose depends on what happens to the firm

 Debt, Equity, and Risk

 Two fundamental differences between shareholders & debt holders

 Shareholders indirectly control the firm through the board of directors; debt

holders have no control

 Debt holders are promised a fixed repayment; shareholders’ payment depends on

how well the company does

 We can illustrate how returns on debt and equity depend on the return on the project

 Under normal conditions, debt holders get a constant return regardless of success

 But, if the firm defaults, the lenders make a loss on investments

 Normally shareholders bear the risk equity serves as a buffer to protect debt

holders; but in very bad conditions, this buffer is eroded and debt holders suffer



 In general, the higher the proportion of investment financed by debt, the more risky

the debt becomes; lenders typically require a good equity buffer be in place

 Why Debt Finance?

 With such real costs of bankruptcies, why does debt financing exist at all? If firms

financed themselves with only shares, there would never be any financial distress…

 Taxation, first of all dividends are subject to personal income tax and come from

profits which are subject to corporate income tax; interest payments only subject to

personal income tax

 Information is a more fundamental reason -. especially with small firms, shares cannot

be valued because outsiders do not know the potential prospects for the firm

 However, the firm may be able to borrow, especially if it puts up collateral

 Generally much more difficult to evaluate value of a share than of a loan knowing

probability distribution of the return vs. knowing the probability of default

 Lenders often reduce this uncertainty by requiring collateral for their loans, in the

form of some of the firms’ assets puts lower bound on the losses

 This ultimately limits the amount of debt finance the firm can obtain

 Economist Robert Townsend developed a model of costly state verification

asymmetric information is the key reason for debt contracts

 The proportion of debt and equity to assets varies depending on the company

considered

 Volatile industries lower debt/asset ratio, due to risks of losses

 Companies with liquid assets can have higher debt/assets

 Banks have diversified portfolios losses cancel out lower risks banks

usually operate with lower levels of equity, around 10% of assets

 Debt, Equity, and Incentives to Take Risk

 A problem of conflicting incentives may arise between shareholders & debt holders

 If a firm has a choice between two alternatives: (1) medium return with certainty; (2)

50% chance of low return and 50% chance of high return

 Debt holders will prefer the certainty, since they have nothing to gain; shareholders are

very likely to be risk-loving, since they have 50% chance of making big profits

 Chances of risky behavior is even more likely when there are low levels of equity

so, lenders typically require shareholders to invest strong amount of equity

18.2 The Financial Accelerator

 In Ch. 3, we assumed financing was always possible when MPK minus depreciation

exceeded the rate of return very idealistic view of credit markets

 Uncertainty and asymmetric information distort this require owners to invest their own

funds can be a problem if the owners do not have the money!

 Because of difficulties in obtaining finance due to poor information, a link between

current profits and investment is created

 Rise in AD production increases higher profits easier to invest further

increase in AD; vice versa as well

 The feedback loop is called the financial accelerator (Ch. 16)

 The lesson to be learned is that downturns and upturns in AD are reinforced



18.3 The Stock Market and Tobin’s q

 The Stock Market as a Predictor of Future Economic Developments

 Stocks represent ownership shares of a company & right to receive share of dividends

 If there are 1000 shares, each share entitles you to 1/1000 of the dividends paid

 Therefore, the value of a share is determined by the expected present value of future

dividends:
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 This approach can be applied to individual companies or the stock market in general

 Suppose dividends are equal to d in the next period and grow at rate g from then on:
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 The value of the shares is therefore determined by:

 Expected dividends in the next period

 Relevant Real Discount Rate

 Expected Growth in dividends

 Uncertainty affects the value of stocks to compensate for risk, investors require

higher rate of return on shares; If � = 0.07 and � = 0.02, we have:
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 In effect, the value of the shares is 20x the value of the dividends

 Future dividends come from future profits – either handed out or reinvested

generating future dividend growth

 If expectations about future production increase, share prices will increase

 However, the relationship between GDP growth and stock prices are very uncertain

stock prices seem to have a life of their own and are much more volatile

 In a sense, there is excess volatility in the stock market cannot all be explained by

changes in expected future dividends; shown by Robert Shiller

 Tobin’s q Theory of Investment

 High future profits high dividends firms have incentive to increase capital stock

 James Tobin formalized relationship between share prices and investment

 If existing capital assets are worth more than the cost of producing new ones

there should be more investment in capital stock

 Ratio of market value to replacement value of capital stock is Tobin’s q



 Assume: all investment financed with shares, all profits handed out as dividends, all

shares traded in the stock market; perfect competition

 We measure Tobin’s q as the value of companies in the stock market relative to the

existing capital stock:
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 We just saw that if profits (i.e. dividends) are expected to remain constant, the real

value of shares is � /� ; with a C-D function, the amount going to capital is � and so

real profits after depreciation are � = � � − � � ; therefore:
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 Adapting the theory from Ch. 3, we can think of the level of investment as

determined by the following ratio:
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 With a C-D function, the � � � = � � /� , so we can see that investment is afunction of

Tobin’s q it is high when expected future total return on capital is high and when

marginal return on investment is also high

 Empirical evidence shows that there is a strong correlation between stock price

changes and changes in investment

18.4 Banks and Other Financial Intermediaries

 We now consider the other crucial source of finance: debt - ~50% of financing

 In practice, banks and other similar institutions serve as intermediaries between the

households and the firms

 There are two big problems that occur when households lend directly:

 Trust and Information very difficult to judge creditworthiness of borrowers

 Maturity Mismatch the period at which borrowers want to borrow ≠ period at

which lenders wish to lend; in general, households want their assets to be liquid!

 Banks come in, and play two important roles:

 Credit Management Provide households with a safe way to save

 Liquidity Provision Households can withdraw deposits at any time

 Banks have many uncertain and illiquid assets and liquid and safe liabilities it works

because of the law of large numbers

 Banks also have buffers in the form of equity and liquid assets

 Banks as Managers of Credit

 Banks receive deposits from households and firms and lend to firms and households

by giving loans, buying bonds, etc.

 Banks play an important role in evaluating credit worthiness, before the loan is given

and by monitoring borrower afterwards; collateral is often required; trust!!!

 The conversion of uncertain lending to safe deposits is based on two conditions:

 Law of Large Numbers proportion of losses for whole portfolio fairly certain

 Equity Capital Buffer makes sure equity stays positive despite losses



 Banks as Liquidity Provider

 Liquid – ease of converting an asset into money; cash, gov’t bonds, bank accounts

 Loans to firms are not liquid bank cannot just ask for its money at any point

 The two laws discussed above make liquid liabilities & illiquid assets work!

 Banks are said to be involved in maturity transformation converting illiquid LR

loans to liquid SR deposits

 Very important source of income for banks is the interest differential between deposit

and lending rates think of it as a service fee for intermediating and monitoring

 The more a bank borrows & lends for a given equity higher return on equity

 Also, higher chance of risk, by the way…

18.5 Bank Runs and Banking Regulation

 The maturity transformation process can be a source of instability for the financial system

 Bank Runs

 Bank Run – when a large proportion of depositors try to withdraw their money can

drive bank out of business, even if it has positive equity

 Thus, any bank with positive equity faces two possible equilibria:

 Good depositors trust bank, liquid assets are enough to cover withdrawals

 Bad depositors withdraw money bank is unable to fulfil commitments to

deposit holders (unless it can borrow)

 We would expect a bank run to happen when a bank is really in trouble; but, since

people are poorly informed, even rumors about losses can trigger a run

 The mere suspicion of credit losses can lead to a bank run that destroys the bank!

 Key Ingredients to a Bank Run:

 Suspicion of large losses relative to equity

 Many deposit holders with imperfect information

 Deposits are liquid; lending is illiquid

 Contagion and Financial Crises

 Banks are like spiders in the web of financial relations problems in a few banks can

spread to the entire financial system financial crisis

 Mechanisms of Contagion

 Banks have substantial claims on each other; default in one runs in others

 Default in one bank can lead to a loss of trust in other institutions

 If banks cannot issue new equity to compensate losses need to sell liquid assets

(at fire sales) which reduce the prices of assets losses for other banks

 Initial causes may be large defaults on loans (i.e. in the real estate sector)

 Losses could also be caused by declines in asset prices; interest rate risk for banks

 If interest rates rise rapidly prices of LR bonds will fall reduces value of assets

 Could potentially wipe out bank equity!

 Banking Regulation

 Two important regulations are capital requirements and deposit insurance

 Capital requirements are in place to make sure liabilities are not too large relative to

assets must act as a buffer against losses if capital requirement is threatened, the

bank must issue new shares or reduce the volume of its lending!



 Capital Requirements serve several functions:

 The larger the equity, the larger the buffer against credit losses

 Larger equity owners more invested in bank less risky attitude promoted!

 If gov’t takes over bank losses that must be covered by taxpayers are smaller

 The Basel accords set minimum capital agreements and ae agreed on by many

countries; also, these requirements are risk-adjusted

 In reality, commercial banks hold more than min equity about 10% of assets

 Another crucial regulation is deposit insurance covers bank deposits up to a certain

maximum amount; bank pays a fee for this; prevents from bank runs

 Because of the risks of contagion, gov’ts and CBs try to prevent defaults of large

banks can lend to the bank, inject equity capital, or take over entire bank

18.6 Recent Developments in the Financial Industry

 Wholesale Financing

 Banks rely on many types of borrowing beyond regular deposits

 Can issue SR securities that are bought by the likes of pension funds when the

security matures, the borrowing is “rolled over” with new securities

 This is not covered by deposit insurance!

 Quasi-Banks

 Gained increasing importance before the financial crisis of 2008

 Perform similar roles to banks, but not subject to same regulation shadow banks

 US Investment banks were very popular pre-2008 do not take deposits; buy and sell

housing bonds and hold inventories of securities; rely on SR borrowing

 Crucially, the operated with much lower capital requirements than regular banks

 Securitization

 This means that various types of loans (i.e. on houses, cars, credit card debt) are

packaged and sold off as securities to other institutions

 No difference for the buyer! Buyer of the security now entitled to the interest

 If a borrower defaults, buyer of security makes losses, but the originating banks often

guarantees the loan in some way

 These loans can be transformed in various ways to make them more attractive for

example, dividing them into “tranches” with different priorities if borrower defaults

 We can divide them into securities with different underlying risks and sell them off as

such pension funds, for example, only buy safe securities

 Rating agencies play an important role in securitization, because they are supposed to

evaluate the riskiness of various securities AAA, etc

 This appears ingenious, and the only problem is that we assume the risk estimates are

correct, and quite often they are not – very difficult to evaluate in the LR

 Also, the chance of a major shock to the economy (collapse in housing prices) cannot

be taken into account with such risk estimates

 Therefore, this “financial engineering” remains very risky!

18.7 The Financial Crisis 2007-2009

 The 2008 financial crisis started in 2007 with losses on loans for housing and property

 Banks were lending to subprime borrowers, assuming that if the borrowers could not pay

back, the bank would be able to recover the money by selling the collateral



 When house prices started falling in 2007 loans turned out to be much riskier

 Something similar happened in some European countries (i.e. Ireland, Greece, Spain):

 Adopted euro in 1999 booming economy with high inflation pushed RIR down

 lots of investment in property and prices increasing

 Eventually, competitiveness was eroded sharp recessions loans defaulted, banks

made large losses

 Baltic countries had fixed ERs to the euro bust in 2008 meant their CBs had to set high

IRs to compensate for the depreciation risk further reduced asset prices

 Sep 2008 Lehman Brothers went bankrupt compete loss of trust in the system

financial crisis spread very quickly throughout the world & markets froze

 Nobody knew who had “toxic assets” stopped lending to each other

 Interbank market ceased to function properly we can tell by looking at the spread

between the interbank market rate and the repo rate increased substantially

 Why were banking regulations and capital requirements unable to prevent the worldwide

financial crisis of 2008-09?

 Most severe problems were in shadow banking system (i.e. US investment banks)

much lower equity capital and not covered by deposit insurance

 In a sense a worldwide bank run occurred, since investors lost confidence in banks,

wholesale financing was disrupted, and banks could not even roll over their debt

 Securitization created linkages between many financial institutions although

supposedly this spreads the risk, it also spreads the losses uncertainty about who

exactly was actually making losses and holding toxic assets

 Fire sales occurred when banks could not raise new capital had to sell assets

led to vicious cycle of selling assets and asset prices falling substantially

 Short-Run Crisis Management

 CBs took concrete steps to limit the extent of the worldwide crisis:

 Short-Term Lending

 CBs stepped in as a lender of last resort banks get financing otherwise

 Banks did not lend in interbank market preferred to store money in CB

banks that needed liquidity borrower from CB CB balance sheets exploded in

size monetary base increased (as reserves from banks increased)

 As interbank lending decreased demand for monetary base increased SR

borrowing from CB CB was just accommodating a shock to MB demand

 Within the IS-LM model, we can think of this increased MB demand as an upward

shift of the LM curve to keep IRs constant, CB has to increase monetary base

 Also, we can think of what happened as the CB providing insurance lending

and borrowing from CB means no chance of default risk in interbank market -.

But, this has a price because the deposit rate at the CB is lower

 Medium-Term Loans

 In many cases, CBs stepped in with short- and medium-term lending to banks,

rather than just the overnight loans

 Guarantees

 Governments issued guarantees for SR lending of banks – even if the bank

defaulted, the lenders would get their money back a sort of insurance



 Equity and Nationalization

 Governments stepped in in many cases with new equity or even took over banks

 By doing this and honoring the debts of the banks gov’t prevented the

systematic effects of losses spreading through the system

 Purchase of Assets

 Autumn of 2008 Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) in the US goal to

buy some “toxic” assets from banks

 The big problems was that there was no way to determine accurately the prices of

those assets was not the most successful program

 Stress Tests

 Uncertainty and asymmetric information played a big role in the crisis

 Several gov’ts and EU conducted stress tests evaluating the size of losses to

each bank under different scenarios aim was to reduce uncertainty

 “Throw Money at the Problem and then Mop It Up”

 The key is that most of the money pumped into the system will be recovered

 Stock prices rebounds; debts are repaid

 Measures to Avoid Future Financial Crises

 Reducing the level of debt is key & increasing capital requirements Basel III

 Regulate liquidity regulation to have a certain proportion of borrowing to have

maturity > 1y. fewer bonds will mature in a given time interval more time for

gov’t and banks to deal with SR problems

 Higher equity capital and less dependence on SR borrowing should improve

robustness

 However, the key services of credit intermediation & maturity transformation

should not be inhibited they are crucial for businesses!

 Also, important to improve regulation of non-bank institutions “If it looks like

a bank, regulate it as a bank”

 Increase transparency maybe standardize assets and have them traded in organized

exchanges at publicly known prices easier to evaluate the risk!

 Big ?: Should monetary policymakers try to counteract bubbles in asset prices?

 Conclusion

 Stock market crashes or asset price movements are not enough to cause financial crises

 The big factor here is financial institutions that hold large amounts of debt, dependent

on SR borrowing and are susceptible to bank runs as a result!

 Therefore, the debate about financial regulations to prevent future financial crises will

continue

18.8 Macroeconomic Management of Financial Crises

 After the financial crisis, there was a big leftward shift in IS curve pessimism

 Obviously, CB should lower NIRs, but this might not be enough because:

 Increased margins between CB NIR and rates relevant to consumers

 Zero Lower Bound on the NIR limits MP in cases of severe shocks



 Increases in Margins Charged by the Bank

 We will now denote the IR on SR gov’t debt as i (effectively controlled by CB)

 Let m be the margin between bank lending rate and SR rate on gov’t debt

 Therefore, the interest rate relevant for borrowers is � + � and IS becomes:

     *, , , , , , ,e e e e eY C Y T Y T i m A I i m Y K G NX Y Y           

 Clearly, as the margins increase due to uncertainty, both C & I fall CB needs to

lower the NIR rate, but it can only do this to a certain extent

 The Zero Lower Bound on the Interest Rate

 The key here is that the CB cannot impose a negative interest rate

 If NIR < 0 for Treasury bills demand for cash would be very large; if it were = 0

notes and T-bills would have the same return

 When the NIR falls to zero demand for money becomes perfectly elastic once

people have enough cash to satisfy transactions cash & T-Bills are perfect subs.

 It implies there is a limit to MP falls in a so-called liquidity trap at low NIRs

 In the case of a severe shock to ISMP can cut NIR to zero, but it still might not be

enough to bring the production back up to the natural level

 Also, low production lower inflation and higher RIRs could lead to a vicious

cycle of deflation and weak demand!

 When there is a liquidity trap and inflation falls, CB might not be able to further cut

NIRs (according to Taylor Principle) and the RIRs will end up increasing

 Of course, the CB has many other tools at its disposal as well

 Increasing monetary base

 Buying LR gov’t bonds, housing bonds, real assets, etc.

 Buy ForEx in order to reduce the value of its own currency and stimulate X

 When the MS is sufficiently increased, inflation will inevitably kick in at some point


